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Abstract: Most organizations deploy and operate intrusion detectionsystem (IDS) on their networks in order to defend their vital
computer and network resources from malicious cyber attackers. Although IDS has been contributed to the improvement ofnetwork
security, there is a fatal problem in that it records the tremendous amount of alerts, so that security operators are unable to deal with all
of them and it is inevitable to miss real cyber attacks from the recorded IDS alerts. Many visualization methods of IDS alerts have been
proposed in order to cope with this issue, but their main objective is to better understand only overall attack situations, not to detect
real cyber attacks. In this paper, we propose an advanced visualization method of IDS alerts based on machine learning and statistical
features derived from IDS alerts. The proposed visualization method can be contributed to the reduction of IDS alerts that must be
analyzed by security operators and to effectively identifyreal cyber attacks from IDS alerts.
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1 Introduction

Most organizations deploy and operate intrusion detection
system (IDS) [1] on their networks in order to defend
their vital computer and network resources from
malicious cyber attackers. Although IDS has been
contributed to the improvement of network security, there
is a fatal problem in that it records the tremendous
amount of alerts, so that security operators are unable to
deal with all of them and it is inevitable to miss real cyber
attacks from the recorded IDS alerts [2,3].

There are mainly two types of approaches in order to
cope with the issue of unmanageable IDS alerts. One is to
apply machine learning to IDS alerts [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,
22,23,24]. This approach is able to analyze IDS alerts
automatically and is aiming at identifying unusual IDS
alerts or filtering out false positives, i.e., meaningless IDS
alerts. This approach can be contributed to the reduction
of false positives with an automated manner, but there is a
practical shortcoming that it is not easy to intuitively
identify real cyber attacks from the results of machine

learning: additional analysis task should be carried out by
security operators.

The other is to visualize IDS alerts using their basic
information, e.g., IP addresses, port numbers, event
names and so on [10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17]. The main
objective of this type of approaches is to visualize IDS
alerts so that security operators are able to analyze them
more effectively and intuitively, and to better understand
only overall attack situations, but there is a limitation in
that it is not able to detect real cyber attacks from the
visualization results.

In this paper, therefore, we propose an advanced
visualization method of IDS alerts based on machine
learning. The proposed method first extracts 7 statistical
features from each of the original IDS alerts, which were
proposed in our previous work [18]. It then applies
one-class SVM [19] into the IDS alerts with 7 statistical
features to identify significant (or unusual) IDS alerts
automatically. Finally, in order to visualize IDS alerts, we
adopt the concept of the hierarchical visualization method
presented in our previous work [14]. The main difference
is that in the proposed visualization, it finds out all the
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other IDS alerts that have the same source IP address of
the significant IDS alerts extracted by machine learning,
and visualizes them using not only their 7 statistical
features, but also source and destination IP addresses,
port numbers and the results of one-class SVM, so that
the proposed visualization method can be contributed to
the reduction of IDS alerts that must be analyzed by
security operators and to effectively identify real cyber
attacks from IDS alerts.

We evaluated our visualization method using the
security events obtained from threat management systems
(TMSs) which are being operated in the Korea Research
Open Network (KREONET) [20] and the evaluation
results demonstrated the effectiveness and the superiority
of the proposed visualization method. Especially, it
succeeded in detection of real cyber attacks which were
not detected by security operators.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we give a brief description for existing
visualization approaches of IDS alerts. In Section 3, we
describe the proposed visualization method in detail. In
Section 4, we provide experimental results. Finally, we
present concluding remarks and suggestions for future
work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

There are lots of visualization systems based on IDS
alerts such as NVisionIP [10], RainStorm [11], IP Matrix
[12], VizAlert [ 13], Hierarchical Visualization [14],
SnortView [16], Visual [17], etc. In NVisionIP, it
visualizes audit data based on a class-B network to enable
analysts to quickly understand the current state of their
network and to increase the security analysts situational
awareness. In RainStorm, it visualizes alarm data to allow
system administrators get a general sense of network
activity and detect anomalies. It uses multiple y-axes to
represent the location of alarms, i.e., IP addresses, the
x-axis shows time information, and color information
indicates the severity and the amount of alarms. IP Matrix
proposed a visualization method based on 2-dimensional
matrix representation of IP addresses. It is able to
visualize a large number of IP addresses and logical
proximity of IP addresses. Hierarchical Visualization is
most similar to the proposed visualization method. It uses
the rectangle-packing algorithm to group IDS alerts that
have the same source or destination IP addresses. Also, it
adopts color and height information to represent the
number of IDS alerts and the low-high security incidents
predefined, respectively. In this paper, the proposed
visualization adopts the basic concept of the
rectangle-packing algorithm, but the color and height
information is used for indicating the attribute values of 7
statistical features, the results of one-class SVM, port
numbers, IP addresses. Also, it visualizes only IDS alerts
related to the significant IDS events identified from

machine learning technique, i.e., one-class SVM, not all
the IDS alerts.

Furthermore, since the traditional visualization
systems have focused on visualizing only basic
information such as IP addresses, port numbers, event
names, transmitted bytes, etc and they are mainly aiming
to provide security analyst to better understand the
overview of current attack situations, it is not easy to
detect real attacks by visualizing IDS alerts.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Overall Procedure

As shown in figure1, the proposed visualization method
is composed of three main phases: Feature Extraction,
Machine Learning and Visualization. In the Feature
Extraction phase, 7 statistical features are extracted from
each of IDS alerts [18]. In the Machine Learning phase,
we use one-class SVM [19] as machine learning
technique in order to find out significant or unusual IDS
alerts automatically. Finally, in the Visualization phase,
all the IDS alerts which have the same source IP address
of the significant IDS alerts are visualized based on 7
statistical features.

Fig. 1: Overall procedure of the proposed visualization method.

3.2 Feature Extraction

Our visualization method starts with the feature extraction
phase and we adopt the 7 statistical features defined in
our previous work [18], which are aiming at detecting
suspicious IDS alerts to be related with unknown attacks,
i.e., 0-day attacks. Table1 shows the names of 7
statistical features and their description. Similar to our
previous work, in this paper, we also extract the same 7
statistical feature from each IDS alert. We then feed IDS
alerts with 7 statistical features to machine learning
technique, i.e., one-class SVM.
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Fig. 2: Overall procedure of applying machine learning.

Table 1: Seven statistical features.
Feature Name Description

Among N alerts, the number of alerts whose destination
NUM SAME SA DA DP address is the same to the current alert.

We define them asn alerts.
Rate of the number of alerts whose

RATE DIFF ALERT SAME SA DA DP alert types are different from
the current alert ton.

Standard deviation of the time intervals .
TIME STDDEV SAME SA DA DP between each instance ofn alerts .

including the current alert.
Among N alerts, the number of alerts

NUM SAME SA DP DIFF DA whose destination address is different from
from the current alert; it becomes (N - n).

Rate of the number of alerts whose
RATE DIFF ALERT SAME SA DP DIFF DA alert types are different from

the current alert to (N - n).
Standard deviation of the time intervals

TIME STDDEV SAME SA DP DIFF DA between each instance of (N - n) alerts
including the current alert.

Rate of the number of the alerts whose
RATE REVERSESPSAME SA DP source port is the same or larger than

that of the current alert toN.

3.3 Applying Machine Learning

In this phase, we apply one-class SVM to the IDS alerts
with 7 statistical features. Figure2 shows the procedure
of applying machine learning to IDS alerts. In this
procedure, we first prepare training data which will be
used for building a learning model to identify significant
IDS alerts. We then feed testing data into the learning
model built by the training phases so that we are able to

extract the significant IDS alerts from the original IDS
alerts. We then find out all the IDS alerts which have the
same source IP addresses of the significant IDS alerts.
Finally, we visualize them using 7 statistical features, the
result of one-class SVM, source IP addresses, victim IP
addresses and victim port numbers in the visualization
phase.
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Fig. 3: Execution screen of the proposed visualization method.

3.4 Visualization Method

In this visualization phase, we adopt the hierarchical
visualization method presented in our previous work. In
the hierarchical visualization method, it groups IDS alerts
into rectangles which consist of 4 layers, so that analyst is
able to understand how many IDS alerts were caused by
the same source and destination IP addresses that belong
to the same rectangle. The main differences between the
hierarchical visualization method and the proposed
visualization method can be summarized as follows.

First, in the hierarchical visualization method, each
leaf node represents a certain IP address associated with
the corresponding IDS alerts while each IDS alert is
depicted as a leaf node in the proposed visualization
method. Second, the height of a leaf node is used for
indicating the number of IDS alerts caused by a certain IP
address and the low-high security incidents were
distinguished by using different color information. In the
proposed visualization method, however, the height and
the color information of a lead node represent the values
of 7 statistical features, the result of one-class SVM,
source port numbers, and source and destination IP
addresses. Figure3 shows the execution screen of the
proposed visualization method. In Figure3, IDS alerts
within each rectangle mean that all of them were caused
by the same IP address. Also, the color information of
each lead node is changed with respect to the selected
items. In addition, the visualization system has
user-friendly functions like view rotating, view scaling,
view shifting and view fixing which can make analyst
easy to use it.

Also, the proposed visualization system can represent
IDS alerts from two viewpoints, i.e., source (or attackers)

IP and destination (or victims) IP addresses. Figure4
shows the selection view of either source or destination IP
addresses.

Fig. 4: Selection view of source and destination IP addresses.

Figure 5 shows the attribute panel in that we can
select what types of the attributes will be visualized in the
proposed visualization system. In other words, the height
and the color information of leaf nodes represent the
values of the selected attributes. If we select
RATE DIFF ALERT SAME SA DP DIFF DA as height
and RATEDIFF ALERT SAME SA DP DA as color,
for example, the values of two statistical features that IDS
alerts have are visualized. Also, in the attribute panel,
when we click a certain leaf node, we are able to depict
the actual information associated with the leaf node by
selecting the name attribute. If we select Source Address
as the name attribute, for instance, the actual source IP
address that caused IDS alerts as shown in Figure3.
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Fig. 5: Attribute panel of the proposed visualization method.

4 Experiment and Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Environment

Figure6 shows the experimental environment where we
collected security events detected by TMSs which are
deployed on the boundary networks of 36 Korea national
research institutes and their 38 branches that were
connected to Korea Research Environment Open Network
(KREONET). TMS is operated in the similar manner with
IDS and triggers security events when packets contain the
predefined intrusion signatures. Science and Technology
Security Center (S&T-SEC) is providing security
monitoring and response service for the 74 target
organizations and all the TMS events are being sent to the
collection sever of S&T-SEC. Security operators of
S&T-SEC analyze the transmitted TMS events in
real-time. For our evaluation, we used two days of TMS
events as shown in Table2.

Table 2: TMS events used for evaluation
Date # of TMS events

Mar. 18th , 2012 77,959
Mar. 19th , 2012 116,003

4.2 Experimental Results

With respect to the original TMS events, we first
extracted 7 statistical features, applied one-class SVM to
the training data with them. From the result of the
machine learning process, we obtained 48,216 and 71,245
TMS events associated with the significant TMS events.

This means that the reduction rate of the meaningless
TMS events was about 38%.

We then visualized the reduced 48,216 and 71,245
TMS events using the proposed visualization system.
Figures7 and 8 show the results of visualization where
we selected
RATE DIFF ALERT SAME SA DP DIFF DA as the
height and color attributes. In this visualization, we
visualized two days of TMS events in terms of two
viewpoints: attack IP based visualization and victim IP
based visualization. In case of the first evaluation data
(i.e., TMS events on Mar. 18th), we observed that there
were three remarkable attack and victim IP addresses,
while five outstanding attack IP address and four victim
IP addresses were detected from the second evaluation
data. Table3 shows the total 15 IP addresses. We
sanitized the IP addresses due to the privacy problem.

Table 3: 15 IP addresses
Mar. 18th, 2012 Mar. 19th , 2012

Attack IP Victim IP Attack IP Victim IP
150.x.x.132 203.x.x.231 150.x.x.132 150.x.x.192
222.x.x.29 150.x.x.192 58.x.x.52 203.x.x.219
66.x.x.236 150.x.x.154 137.x.x.231 210.x.x.202

220.x.x.100 210.x.x.37
124.x.x.56

In our further investigation, we recognized that there
were eight attack scenarios of which 6 scenarios were
related to real cyber attacks while 2 scenarios were not
real cyber attacks, but the corresponding TMS events
were caused by unusual communications between two
Anti-DDoS security devices. In section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2,
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Fig. 6: Experimental environment.

we describe the detailed information of each attack
scenario.

4.2.1 Six real cyber attacks

The six real cyber attacks detected by the proposed
visualization system can be categorized into two types:
one is P2P based attack and the other is RDP remote
access attack. The former is corresponding to2©(Figure
7) and 2©∼ 5©(Figure8) while the latter is corresponding
to 3© in Figure 7. Tables4 and 5 show the summary
information of them.

In our further analysis, we observed that the P2P
based attacks were caused by uTorrent P2P program in
that the attackers sent their attack codes to the victims
using it. TMSs detected attackers activities as the two
types of events: udp flooding-fragmented and udp
flooding. From Table4, it can be easily seen that the
attacks were caused during a short time interval (i.e.,
within 3 hours) and the target port number were 45,682,
11,024, 28,877 and 19,212.

In case of the RDP remote access attack, as shown in
Table5, we observed that it caused three different TMS
events and the target port number was 3,398 that is used
for providing MS remote terminal service. Figure9 shows
the actual attack process of this attack. In this attack, the
attacker first tried to login the victim and this activity was

Table 4: Summary information of P2P based attacks
Time Event Name Volume Destination Port

10:42∼ udp flooding 16
11:21(2©, -fragmented 45,682
Mar. 18th) udp flooding 6
03:36∼ udp flooding 4

03:53(2©, -fragmented 11,024
Mar. 19th) udp flooding 6
09:24∼ udp flooding 31

12:03(3©, -fragmented 28,877
Mar. 19th) udp flooding 3
11:16∼ udp flooding 49

12:23(4©, -fragmented 19,212
Mar. 19th) udp flooding 6
11:24∼ udp flooding 22

11:52(5©, -fragmented 19,212
Mar. 19th) udp flooding 1

detected as RDP login brute force event by the TMS.
Also, the attacker tried to connect to his/her C&C server
in order to download a new attack command because the
TMS detected the attack activity using own
DNS ShinHole signature which triggers TMS events
when the attacker connects to predefined malicious
domains.
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Fig. 7: Visualization results of TMS events on Mar. 18th, 2012.

Fig. 8: Visualization results of TMS events on Mar. 19th, 2012.

Table 5: Summary information of RDP remote access attack
Time Event Name Volume Destination Port

rdp login 312
brute force

14:54∼ [KISTI 100118
20:31(3©, 01] DNS 2 3,389
Mar. 18th) SinkHole

tcp syn 8
flooding

4.2.2 Two unusual communicatoins

Table 6 shows the summary information of unusual
communications between two Anti-DDoS security
devices in that one is deployed in S&T-SEC and the other
is deployed in one of the 74 target organizations. Since
the communication between Anti-DDoS devices is
different from usual communications by the general
users, they were detected by the proposed visualization
system. Therefore, although they were not real cyber
attacks, this result means that the propose visualization
system is useful to identify unusual attack activities.
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Fig. 9: Attack process of the RDP remote access attack.

Table 6: Summary information of unususal communications
Time Event Name Volume Destination Port

00:06∼ udp flooding 89
23:45(1©, -fragmented 15,140
Mar. 18th) udp flooding 37

same ip
00:01∼ udp flooding 83

23:35(1©, -fragmented 0
Mar. 19th) udp flooding 39

same ip

5 Conclusion

We have proposed an advanced visualization method of
IDS alerts based on machine learning. The proposed
method consists of three main phases: feature extraction,
applying machine learning and visualization. It extracts
seven statistical features from each of the original IDS
alerts during the feature extraction phase and applies
one-class SVM into the IDS alerts with the 7 features in
the phase of applying machine learning. The proposed
visualization method visualizes all the IDS alerts related
to only the significant IDS alerts extracted from the
applying machine learning phase. We evaluated our
visualization method using the security events obtained
from TMSs. The evaluation results demonstrated that the
proposed visualization method could detect real cyber
attacks (6 real attack scenarios) as well as unusual attack
activities (2 unusual communications between two
Anti-DDoS security devices) from IDS alerts.
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